“What you make people feel is as important as what you make.”

Hank Menke
Moving forward.

As lifestyles and mindsets shift across individuals, families, groups, organizations, and communities, all are searching for confidence in returning to familiar routines and places that are going to be anything but familiar.

We want to walk this path with you so we can make choices together that make people feel safe and productive.
Benefits of layout:

- Acrylic screens around top for extra barrier
- Pass-thru screen in front of user to create personal barrier
- Veneer surfaces with protective top coat that will stand up to the most stringent cleaners
- Open storage for easy wipe down
- Mobile lounge chairs in waiting for user control on distance between people
- Vinyl arm caps on chairs for easy cleaning where hands have touched
- Glass occasional table for durable surface and ease of cleaning
- Laminate wall panels creating additional barrier as well as ease of cleaning
- Equipment rail with sanitizer dispenser on a Staks panel for easy access to sanitizing hands

Element  reception
Desert, Frosty White, Luster Grey, frosted acrylic (screen)

Heya  mobile
Desert, Maharam Apt Bloom (seat), Camira Blazer Silcoates (surround), Maharam Apt Vibe (arm cap), Chalk (base)

Beck  occasional
Root, Clear glass, Satin

Binx  task
Maharam Apt Jade

Staks  casegoods
Desert, Frosty White, frosted acrylic, Maharam Apt Bloom, clear glass with Buff clamps

Mile Marker  modular
Equipment rail, wire basket, soap dispenser

Vesta  power supply
Storm
Benefits of layout:

- Mobile tables to allow for repositioning as needed to enable proper distancing
- Light poly task chair for easy wipe down
- Planters to bring a healthy biophilia ambiance to the space as well as easy cleanability on the pot.
- Architecture furniture to create rooms day two where additional privacy and protection may be required.
- The wood structure provides a homey feel, but will withstand the most stringent cleaners
- Vesta power supply to allow for powering up on demand.
**Benefits of layout:**

- Bar height tables for a variety of touch down station options
- Laminate screens used to divide tables for barrier between user
- Poly bar stools for ease of wipe down
- Height adjustable workstations with PET surrounds offering additional barrier for both front to back and side to side protection
- Agile power source that can create flexible power options for day two project initiatives
- Elastomer back task chair comfort and easily cleanable surface
- Personal lounge units with easy to clean vinyl surround to protect user and offer additional touchdown space
- Sink with touchless faucet for easy access to cleaning hands as well as ADA access
- Equipment rail with paper towel holder for drying hands
- Mobile cart for check-in stations to allow flexibility for cleaning stations and temperature check-ins

*LeesTo Lounge:*
- Quarry (shroud), Slate Grey (base), Storm and Luster Grey
- Coalesse Pencil Post (laminate), Maharam Apt Salute
- Inset and surround: Modern White solid surface (tablet)

*Genus task:*
- Platinum elastomer, Graphite & Chalk Frame, Maharam Motley Pace (seat)

*Agile power distribution:*
- Luster Grey

*Appliance hanger:*
- Kodiak, Luster, Grege PET (surround)

*Slats:*
- Frosted, White and Kodiak

*Heya table:*
- Desert, Chalk, PG-42W power supply

*Heya screen:*
- Desert, Chalk, markerboard

*Genus HD task:*
- Platinum

*Mile Marker modular:*
- Desert, Cameo White sink, equipment rail, paper towel holder

*Meeting Room hospitality cart:*
- Desert
Zone 4

Benefits of layout:

• Mobile chairs and ottomans to allow for users to spread out as necessary
• Mobile markerboards for presentations and easy cleaning
• Display area with open storage for ease of wipe down
• Architecture furniture to create rooms day two where additional privacy and protection may be required.
  - The wood structure provides a homely feel, but will withstand the most stringent cleaners
• Isle power supply to allow for powering up on demand.
• Equipment rail with sanitizer dispenser for easy access to sanitizing hands

Ousya architectural division
Desert, markerboard, cork
Vide space division
Moss, Ash
Coast lounge
Luster Grey, Maharam Apt Botanic (seat and back), Anti/Grill Marin Arctic (arms), Linen (tablet)
Intermix collaborate
Moss, Linen, markerboard
Boost ottoman
Luster Grey, Maharam Apt Botanic (seat), Anti/Grill Marin Arctic (base), Linen (tablet)
Mile Marker modular
Equipment rail, paper towel holder, soap dispenser
Isle power supply
Benefits of layout:

- Meeting tables for small conference with laminate for easy cleanability
- Surface mounted privacy screen to protect users on each side of the table
- Polyurethane light task chairs for easy wipe down and armless for minimal touch points
- Mobile surround seating for additional users and easy control of spacing
- Architecture furniture to create rooms day two where additional privacy and protection may be required.
  - The wood structure provides a homey feel, but will withstand the most stringent cleaners
- Equipment rail with sanitizer dispenser for easy access to sanitizing hands
Zone 6

Benefits of layout:

- Monitor added to desk for barrier support
- Polyurethane side chair for ease of cleaning
- Open storage for easy wipe down
- Glass markerboard that can be easily cleaned
- Elastomer back task chair comfort and wipeable surface
- Desk drawer for component storage when station isn’t occupied
- Vinyl cushion top for additional seating option when needed
- Architecture furniture to create rooms day two where additional privacy and protection may be required.
- The wood structure provides a homeful feel, but will withstand the most stringent cleaners
- Transaction screen that can easily be removed when not in use
- Equipment rail with sanitizer dispenser for easy access to sanitizing hands

Staks casegoods:
- Frosty White, Kodiak, Maharam Trundle Alise (cushion), Graphite (pull)
- Genus Stak:
  - Platinum slatframe, Graphite and Chalk Frame, Maharam Motley Pace (seat)
- Genus HD stacker:
  - Graphite (base), Platinum (plastics)
- Mile Marker modular
  - Equipment rail, paper towel holder, soap dispenser
- Reception pass-thru, screen
Zone 7

Benefits of layout:

• Veneer game table for recreational options within the space
• Users easily stand at a distance to protect one another
• Lounge product that offers respite touchdown with vinyl seats and push through back for cleaning
• Veneer surfaces with protective top coat that will stand up to most stringent chemicals
• Equipment rail with sanitizer dispenser for easy access to sanitizing hands

Riff table
Desert
Coast lounge
Luster Grey, Maharam Cycle Clay (seat), Maharam Apt Nocturnal (back and base), Desert
Heya occasional
Desert, linen
Mile Marker modular
Equipment rail, paper towel holder, soap dispenser
Benefits of layout:

- Height adjustable bridge to allow user to turn away from the main area to offer protection from approaching visitors
- Glass markerboard that can be easily cleaned
- Open storage elements for easy wipe down
- Mobile guest chairs with pull up tables to keep guests a safe distance away from each other as needed
- Veneer surfaces with protective top coat that will stand up to the stringent cleaners
- Architecture furniture to create rooms day two where additional privacy and protection may be required
- The wood structure provides a homey feel, but will withstand the most stringent cleaners
- Equipment rail with sanitizer dispenser for easy access to sanitizing hands
Benefits of layout:

- Veneer planters for easy cleaning and natural biophilia elements that bring life and warmth to the space
- Mobile touchdown units that allow for flexibility and rearranging as necessary
- Laminate edge modesty for easy wipe-down and additional barrier
- Laminate screen to create barrier between users
- Polyurethane chair for easy cleaning
- Sink with touchless faucet for easy access to cleaning hands as well as ADA access
- Equipment rail with paper towel holder for drying hands
- Mobile cart for check-in stations to allow flexibility for cleaning stations and temperature check-ins

Hera screen
Desert, markerboard
Applause training
Desert, Polar (base base)
Staks casegoods
Frosty, White, Polar (screen), Frosty White, Desert (mobile ped) and Black (pub)
Maharam Trundle Aloe (backboard)
Blix task
Maharam Apt Jade
Intermix planter
Onto
Mike Hocker modular
Desert, Cameo White sink
Equipment rail, paper towel holder
Applause hospitality cart
Desert

Zone 9
Benefits of layout:

- Mobile personal lounge pieces that offer both respite and protection to users with vinyl upholstery for easy cleaning
- Four sided lounge unit allowing for people to touchdown yet not be facing others
- Light scale and easy cleanable pull-up table for added touchdown space
- Vinyl upholstery and wood center for easy cleaning
- Vesta and/or Scepter power supply to allow for powering up on demand.
Benefits of layout:

- Touchdown units with straight surfaces for easy cleaning
- Work surface screen dividers to create extra barrier between users
- Veneer wall panels with full exposure for appropriate cleaning needs
- Mobile lounge units for additional seating and flexibility to separate as needed
- Polyurethane chair for easy wipe down
- Mobile screen dividers for ability to move and create barriers as needed
- Huddle table for additional touchdown spaces with mobile task chairs to keep safe distances as needed.
- Mobile lounge chairs with integrated work tablet to allow users to touchdown at safe distances. Vinyl upholstery with clean out feature for additional cleaning need
- Hand washing station with equipment rail, soap dispenser, and paper towel holder

Staks: casegoods
- Frosty White, Kodiak, glass and frosted acrylic
- Spradling Whisper Mallard (cushion), Chalk (pull)

Harp: guest
- Moss, Luster Grey

Boost: ottoman
- Maharam Apt Hickory and Botanic

Heys screen:
- Stationary: Desert (table), Moss and Luster Grey (table base), markerboard
- Mobile: Bone White (Deuce base), Maharam Apt Fortress

Heys occasional:
- Desert, haven

Component lounge:
- Maharam Brindle Watercolor Desert

Binx stool
- Maharam Apt Jade

Mile Marker modular:
- Kodiak, Frosty White
- Equipment rail, soap dispenser, paper towel holder

Home
Zone 12

Benefits of layout:

• Workstations with height adjustable returns offering agility for future proofing and planning
• Height adjustable run off main surface so users don’t have to be face to face for additional protection
• Edge mount modesty for added privacy and protection
• Overhead storage to create additional barrier between users
• Elastomer back task chair comfort and wipeable surface

Agile crossover
Kodiak: Luster Grey, Frosty White
Maharam: Trundle Aloe (screen)

Genus task
 Platinum elastomer, Graphite and Chalk frame,
Maharam: Motley Pace (seat)
We look forward to continuing our journey together.